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This paper was written both forthe Criminal Lawyers Association
of the Northern Territory Conference in Ban in early July 2005 and
for HopAC. Asitwas necessary top"IISomep""ches(because of

the postponement of the trial to later this year)the document is not
as controversial as it might have been. Some additional issues will be

discussed in confidential session.

I acknowledge that the paper was written in conjunction with
junior counsel in the trial, Anme Barnett: Ithank her for her

very significant contribution.
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Introduction

The subject of this paper was selected earlier in the year. It was then anticipated that the
trial of Bradley John Murdoch for offences alleged to have occurred at Barrow Creek in
the Northern Territory of Australia on 14 July 2001 would have been completed by the
time of publication. Such has not been the case. The trial is postponed for hearing now on
17 October 2005. In these circumstances it is no longer appropriate to deal, in a semi-
public way, with the myriad legal and factual issues that have arisen in that case over the
last four years, (The paper originally being intended to traverse some of the facts in issue
and the means taken to ensure a fairtrialforthe accused).
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However, there are some issues which have emerged since the extradition of
MrMurdoch to the Northern Territory in November 2003 which can be explored.

The Principles of Open Justice and of a Fair Trial

The Australian Courts have maintained an uneasy balance between these two equally
importanttenets of the system of the administration of criminal justice. The New South
Wales ChiefJustice Spigelman dealt with these issues in the John Fair/'or case last year. '
He demonstrated the fundamental nature of both principles in Australian (and English)
law.

Neorb, the whole of the Engi^^h criminal Ion of procedure and evidence
has been made by the exercise of the Judges of their powers to see that
whatwasjtzir andjustwas done betweenprosecz, toys gridaccusers

Connelfy, v Director of Public Prosecutions 11964/
AC 1254 @ 1347.2

On the other hand, His Honour pointed out:

There is no aspec/ of preporoiion/by trial or of criminal procedure
which is not touched by, or indeed delermined by, the principle ofQ
jail ino1. As LordDevlin oncepz!iit. .

' John F"in'"xP"bitc"ito"s Propriety Limited""darnorvDtstrict Co"rt(Arsl, ? andors t(2004)148 A
Crim R 5221 pages 530-531

Ibid, para 23



It is well estoblished Ihut Ihe principle of openjt, slice is one of the
most/14ndomentol aspecis of the sysiem of justice in AUStrolio. The
conduct of proceedings in public is an esseniial qz, glib) of an
Allstro/ian Court of Justice. There is no inherenipower io exclude
the parblic. ......

It is also wellestublishedIhutihe exceptions 10 Iheprincjp/e of open
justice are law andstrici!y d</med. '

And, of course, it followsthatthe entitlement of the media to report on court proceedings
is a natural corollary of the right of access to the court by members of the public. It
encourages, hopefully, accurate reporting of proceedings.

From time to time the courts do make orders that some aspecior
aspecis of conyiproceedings not be the s"^Iect of publicoiion. Any
such order must. .. be regarded as exceptional. '

The delicate balance between the two competing, at times, principles has to be resolved
at the stage at which court proceedings commenced. However, the need for significant
caution and some control of media coverage of what was originally called the Falconzb
case arose much earlier.
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The Background

Peter Falconio disappeared on 14 July 2001. The subsequent police investigation, and
court proceedings, have involved the assumption that he was murdered that day. Whether
this is so, of course, remains one of the questions forthe Northern Territory jury.

There was a long delay before the identification of the alleged offender. Speculation was
rife and members of the media announced their own views about the case. These

obtained world-wide publicity. The alleged offender was identified in August 2002, over
a year after the offence, but because of circumstances which need not be considered here,
it was not untilT\!ovember 2003 that he was charged and extradited to the Northern
Territory.

The Media Interest

The fascination of all sections of the media, both within Australia and overseas (most
particularly in the United Kingdom), has been remarkable. The obvious connection of
too English tourists to the alleged events at Banow Creek has been the root of that

Ibid paras 18-19
Ibid para 21



interest. Alleged murder and mayhem in the centre of the Australian continent, in a
remote and lonely area, is the stuff of mystery thrillers. The media surged into the area
in numbers unprecedented in the Northern Territory, at least since the time of the Lindy
Chamberlain case (in which there was I\10 British connection), which had dominated
Territory legal history fortwenty years,

As a result of that display of interest, it was clearto those who are involved in such areas,
that from the moment Mr Murdoch arrived in Darwin the pressures on the Office of the
Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) would be unusual. Advice was received that
there would be a media pack (or scrum) at the Darwin Court of SUITrrnary Jurisdiction to
greetthe alleged offender's first appearance, And so it proved to be! There would be, it
was suggested, a clamouring for statements from the Director of Public Prosecutions or
his Office. Kerbsz'des are not generally given in the Australian criminal justice system,
(certainly not by the prosecution's side).
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The Mission Statement of the Northern Territory ODPP reads:-

The mission of the qfi'ice of Ihe Director of PI!61ic Prosecutions is
to provide Ihe people of the Norihern Territory of AUS/ro/ia with
on independeni, professional and <. 1j"eciive criminal prosecution
service rhot. '

.

Mindful of this, but also of the need to urge some self-control and discretion by the
media, the Director was persuaded to issue a MediaRelease and to hold a meetthe medio
conference outside the court. The intention wasthatthis would be a one-off meeting (and
it has been!) which would have the effect of getting the media off the prosecution's back.
Thereafter, a professional media liaison officer would be employed to keep the media
informed of the court's program and procedures and to remind them of suppression
orders and the like.

.

.

operates with integrity
is/tiir ondj't'stio both victims andihe accused grid
is sensitive to the needs of victims, witnesses ""of
10 Ihe interests of Ihe community on whose behay
it acts.

In this connection it is necessary to understand that the Northern Territory still maintains
a system of full open and public oral committals (preliminary hearings) at which the
prosecution must establish there is SI!fi'icient evidence to put an alleged offender on his
trial. These committal proceedings are often more widely publicised than the eventual

'1n fact, an Australian film WolfCreek said to be loosely based on the case (and also on the Ivan Milat
murders) was premiered at the Cannes Film Festival in May 2005. More films (docudramas) are
promised!



trial itself. Evidence which is given at the coriumittal may be accepted by the magistrate
subject to and over objection. It may be ruled madmissible at trial. Obviously enough,
publicity given to it may prejudice the potentialjury pool. On the other hand, the trial can
often follow many months after the committal(in this particular matter, originally this
wasto be nine months from the committalin August 2004). It is, in the usual case hoped
that this gap will enable a jury properly instructed at trial to ignore any prejudicial
material emerging in the interim. This was, however, no usual case.

With anthese factors present, the original Media Release dated 14 November 2003 was
distributed. ' It was written in that rather quaint thi}d person style used in such
documents. Part of it read:-
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Alter Ihe hearing, Mr Wildspoke to the media outside Ihe GownMr
Wild said Ihatthis was on unusualsiep/br him 10 toke. He did so

Ib" 0 ""inbe" of", OSo"s.

. This was a significant case which food atIracied a
great deal of community inferesi and national and
intomotionaimedia intoresi.

. Thaiinierest hadledto dereQt dealqf$pec"/onon.

. He wQs anyioz, s that Ihe gent, inept, b/ic interest in the
case, 7<11ecied in the medio interesiin Ihe case, did
nor adversely of'eciihe rights of the defendani and
Ihe prosecz, nori (7'8presenting the community) 10 Q
jail ino1dy~Ihe issties.

He hoped there would be restraini and responsibility
in Ihe reporting. He said his qfi'ice would do o11it
cowld to Incilitaie the media's understanding of the
courtprocesses to assist in its acct, rote coverage.

That antook place on 14 November. The second appearance forthe alleged offender was
on 28 November. Counsel for Murdoch held his own kerbside in which he announced

that his client was innocent and that he may not receive a fairtrial. He expressed concern
that his right to aidir go and a fair trial had potentially been severally jeopardised by
press reporting.

.

' See annexure A forthe finitext.



Employment of a Media Liaison Officer

Arrangements were made by the court, with the concurrence of the parties, for a split
committal hearing. Three weeks were set aside in May 2004 and a further two to three
weeks for August. Because it was then thoughtthat a massive amount of material may
need to be considered, one of the vacant court shells in the Supreme Court Building was
designated as and designed to be an electronic court. It was fitted out accordingly priorto
May 2004. The committal, unusually took place therefore in the Supreme Court itselfand
in the same court in which the trial will take place later this year. The jury box was,
during the committal, occupied- inter- ana - by members of the media.

The Media Liaison Officer (MLO), then contracted to and employed by the ODPP, also
consulted with the Stipendiary Magistrate hearing the committal. She was able to 11aise
on behalfofboth the court and the prosecution with the media. '

Key elements of the arrangement between the Alit, O and the ODPP were in the following
terms.
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. a media strategy (incl"ding physical arrangements for media coveroge)
accreditotion of media

. preparation of byicy?rig materials for the media (12g explaining our court
system, backgroMndon keysiq6f)

. preparation of media releasesfor Ihe depariment's website

. establishing policy/by the Director Parblic Policy on issues such OS elecironic
coverage

. advising media of arrangements andpreporing warnings on isswes such us
prey'udicial coverage

' atlending COMriduringihe committolheuring andtrio/
. being availoble to toke medio queries throughoutthe commitialheorings
. octing as a lidison poini between the media and Ihe Director of Public

Prosec"lions

. acting as a liaisonpoint benteen the DPP andNTPolice on media issues

. conducting media bytej?rigs in cola'uriction wi/h Department of Justice andNT
Police stqff

. noising with ministerial anddeparimentolmedio gridmorkeiingsiqff
' identify any issues rhot may arise before or during proceedings

'1n the lead up to the trial, the MLO is now employed by and responsible to the court. The ODPP has had
to Inalce other arrangements and is using the Media Officer from the Department of Justice.

We thank the MLO, Jane Munday, for pennissionto publish those in this paper. Jane has also provided a
summary of the assistance to and arrangements in respect of the media by the MLO and ODPP andthe
problems seen, from her perspective, with the whole process (see annexure C).



After the appointment a Media Release was issued announcing the arrangements made
and the identity of the MLO. It was noted that o11 queries on the Folconi'o inotter were
thereafter to be directed to the MLO.

A media strategy wasthen developed, the aims of which were:

. To ensure the comintiial hearing and any subseqz, eniirio/ ore condt, cied
witho141pr<judicial media coverage.

. To acknowledge Ihe PMblic interesiin the matter, by/actlitoting OPProprioie
media access ondcooperoiion.

7

.

In preparing the strategy, advice and assistance was sought from the experience of the
South Australian authorities in the Snowtot, un case. ' This identified a number of issues
relating to the media. These included access to evidence, suppression orders, use of
cameras and tape recorders in the court, sketch artists and background briefings.

As a resultthe MLO issued a document Medio Arrangements which was distributed to
the press and announced a media briefing for Territory media to be held in the jury room
of the Supreme Court. This briefing was not for publication, was not to cover any
evidence, and was simply to run through the (above) arrangements and give out
applications forms for accreditation. It was held the day before the coriumittal.

To ensure the TerritoryIIJdiciolsystem is portrayed OSprqfessionol.

All additional briefing was held the next day for those who had just arrived. A
photographic opportunity was arranged, with the permission of the court. This took place
on Sunday morning prior to the coriumittal commencing when the Director of Public
Prosecutions was to be in court checking documents priorto the committal. It was made
clear that he 6,01414) not give interviews. Nor did he!

In accordance with the advice received and the strategy developed, Foci Sheets were
issued by the un, 0. These provided background details on the Falconio committal
hearing, media coveroge of court coses and media enquiries.

The net result of these arrangements, and those that followed during the committal
hearing, was that the prosecution lawyers were able to maintain an arm's length
relationship with the press. All contact with the media (apart from the casualsalutations
from dayto day) were with the MLO.

'R VB""ting & Ors 120051SASC45.



In the meantime defence counselspoke to the press on or about 16 May 2004, when the
committalwas aboutto commence, and was quoted in theseterms:

Counsel acknowledged the enormous media and public interest in a case which has
captivated millions in Britain and Australia. He then made some comments on the nature
of the committalprocedure.

It will be noted that the prosecution at no stage spoke of the SI!fficiency ofevz'dence, in
terms of the committalstandard, orthe likelihood or otherwise of conviction at trial.

lain cor!j?denithaiBrad MMIdoch has every chance of being acquitted
in the Inliness of time in. .\-ue can inoke sure he gets o121ir Inal, that's
whot/Qin concernedobot!I.
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The MLO reminded the media at antimes of suppression orders and provided timely
media releases as to non-controversial matters. On 20 August 2004, following the
committal of the alleged offender to the Supreme Court, it was announced that the Chief
Justice would preside over the trial and that preliminary issues would be dealt with in
March 2005 with a then proposed trial date of 26 April2005.

Despite the earnest wishes of the prosecution, and presumably all parties involved in the
process, there were difficulties, with enforcing appropriate suppression.

The Media knows ino borders

One of the very realproblems, not only in the present case, is the real internationality of
media interest in sensational cases. There are thus WebPages devoted to criminal matters.
There are no borders. Suppression orders made in respect of the case under discussion
can only be enforced within the Northern Territory. At differenttimes, the media were
forced to edittheir newspapers or television news so that suppressed material could not
be distributed within the Territory. But of course, it is much more difficult to enforce
such matters in respect of web providers. Nor is it possible to prevent citizens of the
Northern Territory from travelling interstate (or overseas) and reading or hearing their
own local news in those places.

We will deal with the difficulties that arose, in respect of suppression orders, shortly but
refer you at this time to the editorial in an issue of the Australian Low Journal earlier this
year, where it was said:-



I"dgeDem""ofs Trial, ,'ebBl"cko"t

These were the heod/mes of an article in The At, sirQ/ion of 261an"ary
2005 yeporiing on a payer delivered by It'stice Firginio Bellio the
cod"eyence of Supreme gridFederolCoz, rill, ofges in Donutn

The pqper s"ggesied Ihat a case was made owljbr requiring Ihaiihe
intomeI bepurgedqfany inQieriol/ike!y topr<lardice a trial loprevent
jurors conducting their own investigoiions into cases in which Ihey
have been emponelled

There haye been receniinsionces where Ihe rest, /I of/orig criminal
trials has been ovenz, med on appeal when it has come to jighi/hoi
jurors have/'"dgedthe mailer at/eastport!y on exiraneous material

There wos a particular problem with a siie called CrimeNei, a
nationalpofice site which published criminal histories. The operQtors
hove now joken stops 10 controltheproblems of Jurors consulting this
site while acting asjz, 70/8

A problem is rhoi material on the internei can be posted by vanot, s
interested parties orpressz, re growps and is not in any woy screened
for accwrocy. Iris 101her ajarce when Ihe acct!sedis

projected by rules of procedwre and evidence to ensure rhot only
credib/e material is be. /'ore Ihe I'Miy if the jury con see everybody's
SIIhjeciive thoughis o12dpr<indices on Ihe net.

Needless to soy, persons in Ihe interne/ industry said the whole idea
was silly und Ifni, uolkable for a number of reasons, ihe most
persuasive being rhoithere was no way onyone could preyeniaccess
to moteliQlpostedon the netf. om overseas countries

9

Suppression Orders - Section 58 Evidence/ICt

Legisloiion is being introduced in some States to penalisej"101s who
conduct their own investigaiions on Ihe internet. Iris dot, btfz, Ithot!gh
whether Ihis is SI!fficient10 slop the proctice. "

In the week prior to the committal proceedings State Square, outside of the Supreme Court in
Danvin, was invaded by satellite dishes, makeshift media tents and cameramen vying for the
perfect Darwin backdrop for their nightly news reports. In anticipation of loanne Lees' arrival
for a conference, the mediahad also staked outthe ODPP for much of the weekend. Day one

r0 (2005) 79 ALJ 200



saw the frenzy continue. His Worship, Mr MCGregor, pennitted the media to film inside the
court room whilst he made some brief opening remarks. The court room was a buzz with the
flurry of pens and the flash of cameras.

Given the unprecedented media attention, at the outset of the committal proceedings, the
Director - at the Defence's request - made an application to suppress those parts of the Crown
Opening that the Defence had indicated there would be gen"me challenge to at trial. For the
most part this would have little effect on the majority of the media - those from overseas - as
any suppression order would operate only within the jurisdiction of the Northern Territory. So
long as articles containing suppressed material did not find their way onto the internet they
would notrequire editing.

Not so for the Australian media. Sensing - as is theirjob - something like this might occur, its
representatives came armed with Counsel to ensure their interests were represented. Mr Reeves
QC was the firstto appear on behalf ofthe Nine Network and later Michael Grant appeared on
behalf of - the o1her Malldoch - Nationwide News. Mr Reeves indicated that he was not

instructed to oppose the application on an interim basis but he wished to be heard when the
matter was to be argued fully. The prosecution opened its case and the Magistrate ordered
suppression of certain materialpursuantto s. 58 Evidence/ICt. " So there was no confusion as to
what could be reported, a documentsetting out what was suppressed was provided to the media.
Mr Reeves indicated that he wished to adjourn full argument of the matter untilthe following
morning.
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As has been mentioned, a new Court was constructed prior to the committal proceedings. The
modest size of the court room meantthatthe bar table was spread out over two rows. As one
might expect the front table was occupied by those Counsel representing parties in the
proceedings; the Crown and the Defence. Junior Defence Counsel, Mr Read, was less than
impressed to arrive on day too to find that he had been relegated to the second row by media
representatives. The Court has a discretion to grant media representatives leave to appear and
there are numerous authorities which recognize the standing of the media to challenge
suppression orders. " It was not contended that either of these parties should not have been
granted leave to appear before the Magistrate, however, self-elevation to pole position at the bar
table conveyed a clear message that they considered their interests ranked above the accused's

Despite impressive arguments by both Mr Reeves QC and Mr Grant, the suppression orders
remained in place. The relief was short lived. Later that evening the prosecution and defence
were advised the Nine Network intended to review the order of the Magistrate. A motion seeking
certain declaratory reliefwas filed the following morning and the matter was referred directly to
the Full Court PUTSuantto s. 21 of the Supreme Cowrt, 4ct. This was to avoid the delays which
would follow a decision by a singlejudge which would inevitably be the subject of appeal.

'' See annexure B (ss. 57 and 58 of the Evidence4ct(I\Tcl)
re He, "Id""of Weekly Times VBr""" 119941 I VR 705; He, "Id""d Went!y Times v Woodw", of [1995] I
ER 156; N"fromwideNe", s vDistrictCo"rt (1996) 40 NSWLR486



It was contended that the extent of the Magistrate's power, in exercising a statutory
function, was circumscribed by statute and certain implied powers" and s. 58 conferred a

the Court to evidence for the limited of non-narrow power on suppress purpose

contamination of witnesses in the proceedings before it. In particular, it did not extend to
prevent the contamination of jurors at later trial proceedings. Further, that the words
evidence given or usedwere not prospective and, therefore, did notinclude a summary of
the evidence to be given, such as an opening

As delegates at this conference well know, it is rare for prosecution and defence to be in
agreement. However, before the Full Court there was a unified voice. Both substantive
defendants" argued that the section conferred a broad discretionary power to suppress
evidence in the interests of the administration of justice and that the plaintiffs
interpretation fettered that discretion. Further, that the section should be read to include
evidence 10 be given
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The court stated that s. 58 was an express derogation from the fundamental principle of
open justice to ensure accused persons receive a fair trial and that the suppression of
portions of the Crown Opening was a valid exercise of that power. A narrow construction
of the word 'evidence' limited to oraltestimony, did not promote the purpose of the Act
which is to provide a power to make a suppression order "where it is necessary for the
furtheranCG or otherwise in the interests of the administration of justice. "" Courts have
commented that these words should not be confined. As King CJ stated in G V The
Q"ee",

The width of the expression requires no emphasis. It comprehends every OSpect of
the odininistrotion of IMSIice and is obviously intended 10 co^Ier on Ihe courts Ihe
widest of discre/ions. 16

The Court did not consider that the provision should be limited to the proceedings before
it - the committal proceedings - and that a proper exercise of the power included the
making of an order to prevent contamination of witnesses at a future trial.

To put the decision in context, had the suppression orders been lifted, the likely result
would have been the grid of any further evidence in the committal proceedings. But for a
brief appearance by counsel - in the second row - the committal proceeded without
further interruption by the media and fragmentation of the proceedings.

'' see Grussby v Tile g"ee" (1989) 168 CLR I at 16
'' The first defendant wasthe magistrate who abided the decision of the court and did not present argument
The second defendant wastheinfonnantrepresented by the ODPP on the appeal. The third defendantwas
Bradley Murdoch. He was represented by Colin MCDonald QC, separately briefed on these issues
" NineNeh, orkP4, LtdvMcgregor & Ors [2004] NTSC 27, para 32-4
re (1984) 35 SASR 349 at 351



Argument before the Magistrate having delayed any evidence being heard in the committal
proceedings, the effect of the appeal broughtthe committal proceedings to a complete standstill.
The stress on witnesses waiting to give evidence, and the effect on the Crown's not bottomless
pocket, was significant.

The decision to appeal the Magistrate's order was not supported by all media. The order had
little impact on those international members of the press and the delay meantthatthey now had
nothing to report. It was clearthat many of the local media were similarly not concerned with the
suppression orders. Most of the television stations had local and interstate journalists and ran
two stories or, in the example of Channel 7, blocked out all reporting of the case in the Northern
Territory. Channel 9, however, apparently wanted to run a story on A CarrreniAfQir and, as the
show ran nationally, were prevented from doing so whilstthe suppression orders were in place
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The appeal to the FullCourt

The thrust of the Nine Network's submission was premised on the following principles:

The administration of justice should take place in open court and nothing
should be done to discourage the making of fair and accurate reporting of
court proceedings.

In an era of instant global news broadcasts members of the public - potential
jurors amongstthem - were likely to gain some, ifnot detailed, knowledge of
the case by the time it came to trial and courts should rely on the integrity of
jurors to decide the case on the evidence before them.

Curtailing the flow of information through suppression orders was dangerous
as it encouraged speculation and gossip.

Suppression orders were limited asthey did not prevent a potential juror from
attending the proceedings and hearing the evidence themselves and, as they
were limited to the jurisdiction of the Northern Territory, did not safeguard
againstthe reading of the material in another jurisdiction.

The court. should assume that journalists reporting the proceedings will act
competently, professionalIy and responsibly.

The last submission is one frequently cited on behalf of media organizations
InterestingIy, a few days earlier - the day after the suppression order had been made -
The Allstrolian published an article on the internet in breach of the suppression order -
the point being, no matter how responsible and professional the media are, they make
mistakes!



Cheque-bookjourmalism"

Another issue, not unique to the Murdoch prosecution, is the attempt by media to buy
exclusive stories from witnesses. In the weeks leading up to the commencement of the
committal a number offaxes arrived at the ODPP offering substantial amounts of money
to loanne Lees in eXchange for an exclusive interview. A few weeks earlier a trial in
NSW had been aborted -just prior to the jury deliberations - following the complainant
in an assault case being offered monies for her story. When the prosecution in that case
became aware of the fact it was disclosed to the defence and the trial aborted. His

Honour, Judge Marien, madethese comments.
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the serious problem Ihai SIIch on qff'er raises is that on the occasion when on
honesI and Irui^1141 coinploinonicomes before Ihe courtio whom such an qff'er is
being mode, their credit may be so impt, gned OS to prevent a conviction, when a
conyiciion should occur in the intoresis of illsiice

Medio organizations should 1<17uin from making any such dyer writil trial
proceedings hove concluded and indeed it will be pr<Ierable tintil appendte
proceedings have concluded because appellate proceedings con lead to on order
for o re-trial.

The Ban Accused

The last year has seen extraordinary media interest in the arrests of a number of
Australians for drug trafficking in Indonesia. The media in these instances have been
focused on getting an inside scoop from the accused persons and members of their
families. The danger of this form of cheque-book journalism has the potential to cost
these individuals their lives. Shortly after their arrest of the Bon Nine, Channel 9's A
Carryent, 41'air set up an exclusive interview between the parents ofMichael Czugaj, one
of those arrested. A producer forthe show, Chris Allen, accompanied the parents to Bali
and arranged for the interview to take place whilst their son made a visit to the dentist.
The parents were wired with microphones and questioned theirson about how he came to
be involved. His, not surprisingIy, inadequate responses were then broadcast nationally
Back in the studio, _Michael Czugaj's sister, MeIanie, was being interviewed about
conversations she'd had with her brother moments before a group of Asians came to pick
him up. Channel 9, although denying exclusivity appeared to representthe family when
other media representatives sought to interview them and were later seen taking
provisions into the gaol. " It is not necessary to be a criminal lawyer to understand the
implications that this sort of irresponsible journalism might have on the outcome of the
proceedings in Indonesia and, ultimately, whether a young man lives or dies.

'' The Australian Press Councilis currently considering the implementation of practices forthe disclosure
of payments in publications and guidelines in relation to the payment of witnesses where matters are before
the court

'' Decision of JudgeMarien, District Court ofNSW 16/03/04R VIMS
'' ABC, Media Watch 2/5/05



Similarly, the media have made Schapelle Corby - Our S'chapelle - a household name
The broadcast ofSchopelle's NighimQre. The Untold Story which involved members of
the audience giving their verdict at the conclusion of Channel 9's version of the evidence
is yet another recent and significant example of irresponsible journalism. One can only
speculate as to what impact this sort of sensationalism has on the outcoine of
proceedings.

The question is why does a media outlet wish to become involved in proceedings, other
than for financial gain, where theirinvolvement may wellinfluence the ultimate outcome
If it were known that the media had influenced the acquittal of a guilty person or the
conviction of an innocent person surely, the public would be outraged - but would the
public ever know?

14

Reform?

Since the Full Court's decision, similar challenges have been made to lift suppression
orders made within the course of criminal proceedings. You may recall cryptic headlines
aboutrtprominent Terntorion orthe Humpty Doopig-shooter. A question arises: Do the
current provisions provide sufficient scope for Magistrates to ensure a fair trial for both
the accused and the prosecution? Sections 57 and 58 of the Evide"ce Act replicate the
original ss. 69 and 79 of the Evide"ce ACi(1929) Srl. Those provisions have now been
replaced by a much broader s. 69A of the Evidence, 4ct(Srt)" which is notlimited in its
application to evidence and does not require an order to be made for witnesses out of
court before jurisdiction is invoked. It allows for suppression orders to be made to
prevent prejudice to the proper administration of justice or to prevent undue hardship to
an alleged victim, a witness or a child. In making a determination under this provision,
the Court is required to give substontiol weighito the parb/ic intorest in publicorio}z of
i"formalion relotedto courtproceedings

These provisions were closely examined in the Snowioi, un case '' in which there were 257
suppression orders made. Since that decision a South Australian Legislative Committee
conducted a review of s. 69A to detennine the effect of publication of accused persons
names on them and their families. The Inquiry received submissions from the Law
Society, many media. representatives and representatives of the public and the Chief
Justice of South Australia. The Report" recommended more sweeping changes to the
legislation to take into account the impact on publication of allegations on the an
accused's family and that infonnation that would identify an accused be suppressed until
the accused is acquitted or has exhausted allrights of appeal,

~ See attached

" Adel"ith4dvertiser"B""ting & Ors 120001 SASC 458
'' Report of the Legeslotive Review Committee. ' s. 69rt of the Evidencedct 1929 'Suppression Orders' 6
April2005



The Internet

If the media knows no border, the Internet is truly international. This topic was the
subject of the paper presented by Justice Bell earlier this year. " Her Honour referred to
the problem identified by the proprietors of the website CrimeNet. It now requires that a
person searching its criminal records database open an account. The subscriber must
agree norio searchjbr details of anyperson whizst lain oil, ror in a trial of Ihaiperson,
in diaryisdiction that prohibits such i^formotj0, .24

In the Marydoch case, the ChiefJustice (who is to preside over the trial and has conducted
allthe preliminary conferences and voir dire hearings) has requested the prosecution to:

. maintain a watchful eye on the internet for potentially prejudicial
offerings.

. suggest the internet providers to use discretion in publishing
material aboutthe case.

15

Although the ODPP has complied with these requests (directions?), it is a task very much
akin to herding c"ts!

Rex Wild QC
ODPP Chambers

Darwin, Northern Territory Australia
July 2005

H'\CHAMBERS\BALICONFERENCE2005ManagementoftheMedia. docs18-Jul- 2005

' See footnote 10 above
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OFFICEOFTlreDERECTOROFPUBLICPROSECUTIONS
NORTHERNTERRITORY
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Date: 14November2003

FinsTcouRTAPPEARANCEFORBRADLEYJo}n*IMURDocH

MEDIARlBLEASE

Bradley Johii Mardoch was presented in the Court of sunmiary Jurisdiction at Darwin
today, charged with the following offences:

Prosecution of Bradley John Murdoch

ANNEXUREA

I Ore the 14th day of July 2001 at or rigor Borrow Creek in the Northern
Territory 9/14/18trofia did murder Peter MarcoFALCON/0.

Contrary to Section 162 91the Criminal Code

On the 14th day of July 2001 at or near Borrow Creek in the Northern
Territory of Karstroli@ deprived Jognne Rach@81 LEES of her personal
liberty"

Contrary to Section 196 (1) of the Criminal Code.

012 the 14th day of July 2001 at or near Borrow Creek in the Northern
Territory of Australia unldwji, 161 assaulted loan?ae RachaelLEES

AND THATthesaidz, it!nuni, ! assaultinvolvedthe/6110wing circumstances
of"ggravatio?a, namely. '

That the saidJoan, 38 Rachae!LEESsa, ff'oredbodi!y harm.
That the said loan, ,e Rcchael LEES was c#mate and the said
Brad!eyJohnMURDOCHwasamale
That the said 10Q}, Re Rachae! LEES was Ihreatened with a

firearm.

2.

3

(1)
441

Northern Territory Director of Public Prosecutions, Rex Wild QC, appeared in court
today before the Chief Stipendiary magistrate, TVfr Hugh Bradley, when I\fr Murdoch
was brought before the court on the arrest warrant which was used for his extradition
from South Australiato the Northern Territory.

@41

After the hearing, Mr Wild spoke to the media outside the court.

Contrary to Section 188 (2) of the Criminal Code.

Levels I & 2 Tourism House, 43 Mitchell Street, Darwin NT 0800
GPO Box3321, DarwinNT0801

Mediaenquiries: Telephone: 0011611800041005 Fax: (08) 8999 5183
http://WWW. ingov. auljustice/dpp/media releases falconiocase@nit. gov. au



Mr Wild said that this was an unusual step for him to take. He did so for a number of

. This was a significant case which had attracted a gyeat deal of
coriumuntty interest and national and international media interest.

reasons.

. That interest had led to a great deal of speculation.

. He was anxious that the genuine public interest in the case, reflected
in the media interest in the case, did not adversely affect the rights
of the defendant @12d the prosecution (representing the coriumunity)
to a fair trial of the issues.

2

. He hoped there would be restraint and responsibility in the
reporting. He said his Office would do all it could to facilitate the
media's undersumding of the court processes to assist in its accurate
coverage,

Ihove received the brief'from the Northern Territory Police, together with at/
91the other documents generated by their extensive investigation. Mr Wild
told the media those papers are voluminous, Innning to 40proxim@tely 300
lever archji!es. There are so many that we have needed two compactt, ses to
store them. I intend to provide the defence not merely with those documents
whzbh we soy ore central to !he case against Mr Maydoch, but to provide a
cony of the whole of the police investigation papers so that the del~8,208 are not
herinpered in any way.

Nit Wild said it was intended for the investigation papers be scanned and
catalogued so that they could be provided to the defence and the court in
electronic format, much the same as had been done in cases like the HUI
Royal Coriumission, the Bodies in the Barrel Case and the Longford Gas
Enquiry.

lye are told that because of the volume of docm?lents involved, the scanning
and the catalogt, ing will take about eight weeks to complete. Then that will
have to be checked by my prosecution team. It is only then that then!/! brief
can be delivered to de;/2272ce counsel. In the meantime, Iwt!Ibeproviding to the
d</;znce apqper copy of witness statements apon which the prosecution will
principal42 relytn the case againstMrMz, rdoch.

Mr Wild said that the prosecution had already done a deal of work in
anticipation of the matter coming to the Northern Territory. He would be
leading the prosecution team and would be assisted by I\fr Arithony Enjott one
of his Senior Crown Prosecutors, He and Mr Enjott had visited Banow Creek
with police in January this year and viewed exhibits.

The precise CO2, rse which this case will nowjb!/ow depends, triprrrt, ore the court and
the defence lawyers. We expect that the defence will need some time to digest the

ANNEXUREA



papers and decide what their approach shoa41d be. lye ex;pect the committo! to take
92, ite a number of weeks to conclude. It is not yet cleQr how soon the court, the
d<it?}?ce and my Offce can be readyjbr a committol. We will be doing our artmostto
be ready as soon us human!y possible. Bart the task/21cing us, Ihe d<fence o12d the
courtis a huge one.

Once the committolis over, assuming that Mr Murdoch is committed for trial, his
Office frill prepare the case for that trial in the Supreme Court. Generally speaking,
trial dates cannot be obtained in less than six months from connnittal.

Mr Wild reminded the media that the presumption of innocence applied to Mr
Murdoch, as it did to all persons charged before the courts. That is, he was presumed
innocent until a jury found him guilty beyond reasonable doubt. He again urged
restraint in their reporting and in their, and the community's, speculation about the
matter.

2

ANNEXUREA

********************************

Endeavours will be made to infonn the media of significant steps in the proceedings.
This will be done by sending out media advisories by e-mail and by posting media
releases on a special page on the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions'
website. Additionally, those whose e-mail details are in our database will be sent a
copy of any mediateleases by e-mail.

For those who have already received a copy of this morning's media advisory, your
e-mail details have been noted. Anyone who wishes to have their details added to our
database should send them to falconiocase@nt. gov. au.



57. Prohibition of the publication of evidence and of names of parties and
witnesses

(1) Where it appearsto any Court -

(a)that the publication of any evidence given orused or
intended to be given orused, in any proceeding before the
Court, is likely to offend against public decency; or

(b) that, forthe furtheranCG o^ or otherwise in the interests
of, the administration of justice, it is desirable to prohibit
the publication of the name of any party orintendedparty
to, orwitness or intended withess in, suchproceeding,

the Courtmay, either before or during the course of the proceeding or
thereafter, make an order-

(i) directing that the persons specified (by
name or otherwise) by the Court, orthat all
persons, exceptthe persons so specified, shall
absentthemselves from the placewherein the
Court is being held whilethe evidence is
being given;

(ii) forbidding the publication of the evidence,
or any specified pantherGof, or of anyreport
or account of the evidence, or any specified
partthereof, either absolutely or subject to
such conditions, or in such terms or form, or
msuchmanner, or to such extent, asthe Court
approves; or

PARTVll-lPUBLICATIONOFEVIDlBNCE

A1\'muxUREB

(in) forbidding the publication of the name of
any such party or wittiess.

(2) Where the Courtmakes an order under subsection (1)(in), the publication of
any reference or allusionto any party or withess, the name of whom is by the
order forbidden to be published, shall, ifthe reference or allusion is, in the
opinion of the Courthearingthe complaint forthe aneged offence, intended or
is sufficientto disclose the identity of the party or withOSs, be deemed to be a
publication of the name of the party or withess.



(3) When the Court makes an order under subsection (1)(ii) or(in), forbidding
the publication of any evidence or anyreport or account of any evidence, or the
publication of any name, the Courtshallreportthe factto the Director of Public
Prosecutions, and shall embody in its reporta statement of-

(a) the evidence or name, as the caseinay be, by the order
forbidden to be published; and

(b) the circumstances in which the order was made.

58. Temporary prohibition of the publication of evidence where witnesses
ordered outofCo"rt

Where, in the course of any proceeding before any Court, witnesses are ordered
out of Court, and it appears to the Court that, for the futilerance or otherwise in
the interests of the administration of justice, it is desirable to prohibit for airy
period the publication of any evidence given orused in the proceeding, the
Court may make an order forbidding, for suchperiod asthe Courtthinks fit, the
publication of the evidence or any specified part thereof;

ANNEXUREB

,



SUMMARYOFARRANGEMENTSINRESPECTOFMEDIAFORMIJRDOCH
COMMITTALMAYANDAUGUST2004

. a media room was established in the court, with extra phone connections for
journalists to file their stories.

. media were able to film the start of proceedings, before the defendant came into
Court - this was to help satisfy their need for pictures and the Magistrate used the
opportunity to remind media of the need for care.

. closed circuit television coverage was broadcast to an adjoining courtroom, to
accommodate the public, the jury room and mediaroom.

' the MLO helped streamline accessto transcripts.

. a form was prepared to help media apply for accessto photostendered in court.

. by arrangement with other government departments, parking spots, room for their
buses and live cross vans, were made available to the media.

ANNEXUREC

. vacant space in a nearby government building was made available for offices

. media and the court artist were allowed to occupy the jury box and given allocated
seats in the courtroom.

. media were accredited and added to an email grouping so they could be advised of
developments.

. the MLO acted as go-between when mediawanted to talkto family and witnesses.

. the MLO collated press clippings of alllocal and national clippings, which were
circulated to the Prosecution, Defence and the Court.

. immediate action was taken whenever maccurate or prejudicial articles appeared.

. regular Internet searches were conducted and many prejudicial articles were removed
voluntarily from a number of media sites once the suppression orders were broughtto
the attention of the sites' owners.

. ODPP alerted newsrooms to the impending trial to ensure they were aware of the
suppression orders. +



11t should be noted that the overseas press, despite some anticipatory concerns, were
exceedingly cooperative, ensuring that the stories appearing in their printed papers did not
appear on the Internet. l

Problems Identified

. several members of the media do not understand the law of contempt and some were
prepared to push the boundaries - highlights a training issue.

. slip-ups by radio stations relaying news from interstate which contained suppressed
material.

. Occasional slip-ups by newspapers circulating prejudicial material in the Territory -
and problems faced by newsagents in a town like Darwin when most of the interstate
papers dried up at times because it was easier notto publish in the Territory than print
two editions.

. occasional slip-ups with prejudicial material appearing on the Internet - in the digital
world - a growing fact of life in this digital world.

. chat rooms on the Internet containing prejudicial material - it is impossible to do
much aboutsome of these.

ANNEXUREC

. a particularly provocative anarchists' site was ignored, rather than providing free
publicity in taking action.

. Trivial Pursuit board game circulating in the Territory with a question relating to
suppressed evidence.

. it came to lightthat even when media ensured items weren't published on their web
sites, the same items were freely available through digital subscription services on the
same sites (this anomaly was brought to the attention of two main newspaper
publishers and corrective action taken).
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